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Two ways to see this talk

• If you work on B anomalies, we show different ways to look at the problem and 
gain some insight into it

• If you work on a different field, you have probably encounter problems that have 
many parameters or many observables where some of these tools may be 
useful

• The talk contains animations not visible in the pdf file.
–Some can be generated by running the Shiny app                                

https://github.com/uschiLaa/pandemonium
–For others, contact one of us German.Valencia@monash.edu or 

ursula.laa@boku.ac.at 

https://github.com/uschiLaa/pandemonium
mailto:german.Valencia@monash.edu


neutral B anomalies and global fits

• as we know, multiple observables in decays originating from the quark 
level transition  show deviations from the SM

• when these are quantified through global fits to hundreds of observables 
a deviation from the SM at the  level is found

• results that can be obtained from global fits include: 
– goodness of fit
– best fit parameters
– confidence level intervals

•  confidence level intervals are a form of clustering
– partitioning the parameter space based on  
– everything determined by a distance to a reference point
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beyond a global fit

• clustering
– partition of parameter space into “clusters” using all inter-point distances

• more than one way to do it emphasising different aspects
• the number of different groups is the resolving power of a specific data set

– each cluster has a representative centroid
• these provide a small set of benchmark points for detailed studies

– isolate trends and effects of subsets of observables 

• visualisation
– visualise the collective dependence of the observables on the parameters
– graphic displays of the observable space (more than 3d)
– highlight the relative importance of observables: prioritising for further study 
– visual assessment of impact of correlations, dominant observables, tensions in the fit 

and others



• we first reduce the dimensionality of parameter and observable spaces for 
conceptual clarity and to simplify visualisation

• the global fits use the Wilson coefficients in an effective Hamiltonian as 
parameters

• assuming NP only for the muons and CP conservation

• global fits show most important ones are  — two parameter study

• illustrate case with additional   — four parameter study

C$
9 , C$

10
C$

9% 

, C$
10% 

reduced dimensionality b ! s!+!"

B The B ! K(?)`+`� decay modes

B.1 Parameters

The e↵ective low energy Hamiltonian responsible for the quark-level transition b ! s`+`� is written

in terms of Wilson coe�cients and four fermion operators in the general form:

He↵ = �4GFp
2
VtbV

?
ts

X

i,`=µ,e

Ci`(µ)Oi`(µ), (11)

where Ci` denote Wilson coe�cients, Oi` four-fermion operators and `, can be electrons or muons.

This Hamiltonian is responsible for the decay modes B ! K`+`� and B ! K?`+`� amongst

others. Multiple studies over the last decade have suggested that the SM predictions for the

Wilson coe�cients Ci` might not be in agreement with experiment and that the discrepancies can

be accommodated by allowing some form of new physics parameterized into these coe�cients.

The four operators considered in this paper (only the two unprimed ones for most of the study)

are:

O9` =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ`), O90` =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPRb)(¯̀�

µ`),

O10` =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ�5`), O100` =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPRb)(¯̀�

µ�5`). (12)

The factorization scale µ used as input to flavio for the numerical calculations is 4.8 GeV. Within

the standard model the values of the Wilson coe�cients are CSM
9,10 = 4.07,�4.31 and CSM

90,100 = 0 for

both muons and electrons. New physics is parametrized in a model independent way as deviations

in these coe�cients from their SM values, Ci` ⌘ CSM
i + CNP

i` (i = 9(
0), 10(

0)). For simplicity we

ignore other possible coe�cients, assume that any new physics a↵ects only the muons, and take

the parameters to be real ignoring the possibility of CP violation. Furthermore, the parameters

used in the clustering exercise are the deviations from the SM, the CNP
i .

B.2 Observables

The observables used here relate to aspects of the angular distribution in B̄ ! K̄?(! K̄⇡)`+`�,

see for example Eq. 255 in [29]. In particular we will use P2 and P 0
5 defined as in Eqs. 259, 260 of

the same reference. We also use the ratios RK and RK? defined as

RK(?) =
BR(B ! K(?)µ+µ�)

BR(B ! K(?)e+e�)
. (13)

We select fourteen of them listed below. The selection relies on ranking the observables by

their importance in constraining the di↵erent directions in parameter space as measured by the

metrics we introduced in [4]. That same analysis studied the impact of correlations, thus providing

guidance when selecting the appropriate coordinate representation for this study. The selected

observables are:

• P 0
5 which has been signaled by multiple studies as a major contributor to the discrepancy

between the SM and the global fits, in particular the bins labeled by ID 4, 5 in Table 1.

They are mostly important for determining C9 and their ranking showed little sensitivity to

correlation e↵ects.

37

1 Introduction

Flavour-Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) have been prominent tools in high-energy

physics in the search for new degrees of freedom, due to their quantum sensitivity to

energies much higher than the external particles involved. In the current context where

the LHC has discovered a scalar boson completing the Standard Model (SM) picture but

no additional particles that would go beyond this framework, FCNC can be instrumental

in order to determine where to look for New Physics (NP). One particularly interesting

instance of FCNC is provided by b ! s`` and b ! s� transitions, which can be probed

through various decay channels, currently studied in detail at the LHCb, CMS and AT-

LAS experiments. In addition, in some kinematic configurations it is possible to build

observables with a very limited sensitivity to hadronic uncertainties, and thus enhancing

the discovery potential of these decays for NP, based on the use of e↵ective field theories

adapted to the problem at hand. Finally, it is possible to analyse all these decays using a

model-independent approach, namely the e↵ective Hamiltonian [1,2] where heavy degrees

of freedom have been integrated out in short-distance Wilson coe�cients Ci, leaving only

a set of operators Oi describing the physics at long distances:

He↵ = �4GFp
2
VtbV

⇤
ts

X

i

CiOi (1)

(up to small corrections proportional to VubV ⇤
us

in the SM). In the following, the factori-

sation scale for the Wilson coe�cients is µb = 4.8 GeV. We focus our attention on the

operators

O7 =
e

16⇡2
mb(s̄�µ⌫PRb)F

µ⌫ , O70 =
e

16⇡2
mb(s̄�µ⌫PLb)F

µ⌫ ,

O9 =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ`), O90 =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPRb)(¯̀�

µ`),

O10 =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ�5`), O100 =
e2

16⇡2
(s̄�µPRb)(¯̀�

µ�5`), (2)

where PL,R = (1 ⌥ �5)/2 and mb ⌘ mb(µb) denotes the running b quark mass in the

MS scheme. In the SM, three operators play a leading role in the discussion, namely

the electromagnetic operator O7 and the semileptonic operators O9 and O10, di↵ering

with respect to the chirality of the emitted charged leptons (see Ref. [3] for more detail).

NP contributions could either modify the value of the short-distance Wilson coe�cients

C7,9,10, or make other operators contribute in a significant manner (such as O70,90,100 defined

above, or the scalar and pseudoscalar operators OS,S0,P,P 0).

Recent experimental results have shown interesting deviations from the SM. In 2013,

the LHCb collaboration announced the measurement of angular observables describing

the decay B ! K⇤µµ in both regions of low- and large-K⇤ recoil [4]. Two observables, P2

and P 0
5 [5–7], were in significant disagreement with the SM expectations in the large-K⇤

3



neutral B anomalies: choose 14 observables

• select a subset of observables based on 
the ranking analysis of Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 6, 462 

showing importance for global fits 

•  singled out as most important for  

• complete  bins

•  singled out as important for 

• best 2d fit from this set (flavio) lies  
from the SM at 

C$
9 , C$

10
P% 5, P2

C$
9% 

, C$
10% 

3.7"
(C9, C10) = ("0.8,0.1)

• P2 is singled out by the pull and residual analysis, with the bins with ID 10, 11 in Table 1

being important for determining C9 (especially when correlations are included).

• For both P 0
5 and P2 we use all the existing q2 bins that have been measured, instead of just

those that deviate from the SM, to get a more complete picture of the distribution.

• RK (ID 13) and RK? (ID 14) which directly test lepton universality and are most important

in determining C10. The rankings with or without correlations single out RK as being

important, whereas RK? ranks high only when correlations are included. The importance of

RK according to these metrics increased after the 2019 LHCb update [36]. As discussed in

[37], the new measurement means that RK is now completely dominant for the determination

of C10 and that is also apparent in this study. The same arguments have shown their

importance in other studies [38].

The prediction for the fourteen observables chosen for Section 4, along with their average

measured value and uncertainty (given by the square root of the diagonal entries of the experimental

covariance matrix), was obtained using flavio. The observables are listed in Table 1, the last

column gives the ID that this observable had in the study of [4], noting that the definitions of the

observables are not always identical: the sign of P2 is reversed here; and in some cases di↵erent

experimental measurements are being averaged. These numbers include the results from: for P 0
5

LHCb [32], CMS [39] and ATLAS [40]; P2 LHCb [32]; RK LHCb [36] and Belle [41]; RK? LHCb

[42] and Belle [43].

ID Observable Exp. ID in [4]

1 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[0.1� 0.98] 0.52± 0.10 20

2 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[1.1� 2.5] 0.36± 0.12 28

3 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[2.5� 4] �0.15± 0.14 36

4 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[4� 6] �0.39± 0.11 44

5 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[6� 8] �0.58± 0.09 52

6 P 0
5(B ! K⇤µµ)[15� 19] �0.67± 0.06 60

7 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[0.1� 0.98] 0± 0.04 17

8 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[1.1� 2.5] �0.44± 0.10 25

9 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[2.5� 4] �0.19± 0.12 33

10 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[4� 6] 0.10± 0.07 41

11 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[6� 8] 0.21± 0.05 49

12 P2(B ! K⇤µµ)[15� 19] 0.36± 0.02 57

13 RK(B+ ! K+)[1.1� 6] 0.86± 0.06 98

14 RK⇤(B0 ! K0⇤)[1.1� 6] 0.73± 0.11 100

Table 1: List of observables used in Section 4 to cluster measurements with an underlying b !
s`+`� quark transition.

A list of the 75 additional observables included in 4.6 is given in Table 2. The numbering of

this set for Figure 12 starts at 15 and is given in parenthesis for each observable.
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clustering: some definitions



clustering
algorithm

Ps '

%

*

Rk

d

Ei

parameter space observable space

clustering: what are we doing?

• Usually we have a picture like this for clustering

• How to partition parameter space that looks like this?

metric in observable space



distance between models

• coordinates: observable measured from a reference point in units of 
uncertainty:  “pulls” (  = total covariance matrix)

               

•  is the prediction of model k for observable i

• the “origin’  is any reference point: experiment , SM, 

• model k   

&

Yki = !
j

&"1/2
ij (Xkj " Oj) ' !

j

1

(&"1)ii

(&"1)ij(Xkj " Oj)

Xki
Oi Ei (
parameter  space

d=2
(C9k, C10k)

observable  space
d=i=14

Yki



distance between models

• the  for a model is the squared Euclidean distance to experiment

             

• analogously, the (Mahalanobis) distance between models 

      

• the last equality follows if  does not depend on the model
• Results do not depend on the origin

• clustering takes into account all inter-point distances and not just distance to a 
reference point, can be done before you have measurements 

• In this example, we use a distance that can be interpreted as a  

#2

#2
k = !

i,j
[Xki " Ei](&exp + &th)"1

ij [Xkj " Ej] = !
i

Y2
ki

d#2
k
(Xk, Xl) = !

i,j
[Xki " Xli](&exp + &th)"1

ij [Xkj " Xlj] = !
i

(Yki " Yli)2

&

$#2



linkage: distance between clusters

previously used in particle physics applications
• average: the distance between two clusters is defined as 

the average distance between each point in one cluster to 
every point in the other cluster

• complete: the distance between two clusters is defined as 
the longest distance between two points in each cluster

we will also use
• ward: instead of measuring the distance directly, it analyzes 

the variance of clusters. Ward’s method says that the 
distance between two clusters, A and B, is how much the 
sum of squares will increase when we merge them.
– minimizes inter-cluster dissimilarity



centroid and “radius” (maximum within distance)

• want centroids to be representative 
of their cluster

• centroids serve as benchmark 
points for further study

• The centroid  is the member of 
the cluster  which minimises  

• The “radius” of the cluster is 

cj
Cj

f(c, Cj) = !
xi)Cj

d(c, xi)2

rj = max
xi)Cj

d(cj, xi)



one possibility “one sigma” clusters

• using a suitable distance function

• if the BF to (future) experiments fell at this 
centroid, all the light green points would be in 
the 1  region,  for 2 parameters

• note that there is no one centroid that is 
singled out by a global fit. At this stage, there 
not need be a fit or even measurements

• the distance between any two centroids 
would be at least 1 : 

• caveats:

• there will always be points as close to each 
other as we want that sit on different clusters

• boundaries will shift if the parameter range is 
changed

" $#2 * 2.3

" $#2 + 2.3



back to our application to B 
anomalies



cluster the 14 observables 

• generate models (sets of 14 predictions) on a uniform 
grid of parameters  

– Uniform grid was needed for original Shiny app, not anymore
– All data shown was generated with flavio (D. Straub, “flavio: arXiv:1810.08132)

• the grid includes the BF and the SM and points in the 
region between them

• in what follows we use either Euclidean distance with 
Ward or average linkage, or maximum distance with 
complete linkage

C$
9 , C$

10



how many clusters?  -euclidean distance

• square of euclidean distance on (“pulls”)  Yk ' $#2
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• cluster as set of points that are 
indistinguishable from each other 
at some level of confidence: fix 
the maximum radius 

• separate clusters are different 
at some level of confidence: fix 
the minimum distance between 
cluster centroids



resolving power

• number of partitions of parameter space with a set of measurements
• resolving power of these 14 observables with current accuracy is five 

clusters
• depends on

– parameter space volume
– range of predictions for a given observable over that region of parameter space
– experimental and theoretical uncertainty (and correlations)

• can increase with more observables and/or better precision
–  sample of Belle II measurements with 50 ab-1 increases it to six
–  adding ~100 observables also used in the global fits increases it to nine



functional dependence of observables in parameter space
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• the figure shows 2 observables and a combination
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Cluster assignment in parameter space

• clustering combines all of them to visualise the collective pattern
• observables can be combined with different weights for different purposes



parameter vs observable space

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14

• Map the clusters in the two spaces: they are clearly separated by observables 2, 8, 13 and 14

• 13  plays a dominant role because its predicted value (in pull units) varies the most across 
the parameter region (its experimental central value is not important for this)

• If an operator is dominant, as  is in this case, it completely determines the inter cluster 
boundary shape. 

(RK)

RK

centred but not scaled parallel coordinate plot
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sub-leading effects

• if we add a sixth cluster: a horizontal partition (  sensitivity) appears far 
from the SM 

•  or  are important for yellow-pink boundary

• caveat: numerical accuracy affects small details

C10
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• resolving power reduced to about 3 clusters, partitioning mostly along 
• no one observable is responsible for cluster boundaries, it is a collective effect

• separation of brown cluster more related to  (see cluster overlap in )

• notice change in BF position as well
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increasing the importance of dominant observables

• three clusters without  Euclidean distance

• Using maximum distance with complete 
linkage we increase the importance of :

RK
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increasing the importance of sub-dominant observables without 
removing any

• Manhattan distance, Ward linkage
• boundary shapes collective effect

• see PC for RK
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internal tensions in the fit:  vs P% 5 RK

• BF on the boundary between light green and purple clusters

•  (largest discrepancy between SM and BF in ) prefer the light green: larger 
negative  (recall the experimental value )

•  prefers the purple cluster (but not )

•  the model points that take   closest to experiment, take  furthest away

P% 5[4 " 6], P% 5[6 " 8] P% 5
C9 P% 5[4 " 6] = " 0.39 ± 0.11

RK = 0.86 ± 0.06 RK*
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sensitivity along certain directions

• most sensitive to a direction along 

• almost no sensitivity along  

• these patterns agree with what is seen in 2d global fits 

• With this set, sensitivity along   can be increased 
with a more precise measurement of 
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overall view in observable space

usually we see something like this

would like to see something like this

14 dimensions

animations available at https://uschilaa.github.io/animations/
(some), or running the app interactively 
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increase the number of 
parameters to 4



include  and C$
9% 

C$
10% 

• resolution is 4 clusters 

• now  cluster radius/separation for four 
degrees of freedom (depend on 4d volume)

• extended range of predictions with the two 
additional parameters increases overlap with 
experiment 

• compare   for example with the 2 
parameter case

• Notice how  no longer cleanly separates 
the clusters

• Reduced tension between  and 

1"

O1, O4, O6

RK(O13)

P% 5 RK

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14

4 parameters 4 clusters

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14

P% 5[4 " 6]

2 parameters 5 clusters



Parameter-observable space visualisation

• to view the partitioning of parameter space with more than two parameters 
requires visualising a second high-dimensional space (with slicing)

tour in observable spacetour in parameter space



 varying slice width into projectionC9 " C9% 

Thin slice

Projection



Include more observables



larger observable set

O13 O44 O86

• as we know there are many more (~200) observables included in global fits.
• but not all have the same impact, here we look at a set of 89 and look first at 

the PC plot which suggests which ones merit closer scrutiny
– 86 has the largest variation after 
– 44 looks “small” but will come back to that

RK



effect of (86)  on original set/(Bs ! $+$")
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effect of (44)  on original setP% 4[0.1 " 0.98]

• currently  does not have a major impact

• if the error can be reduced by a factor of four then it can have a large impact

P% 4[0.1 " 0.98] = 0.135 ± 0.118
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implementation by Ursula Laa available on GitHub as a Shiny app (an R package)
 https://github. com/uschiLaa/pandemonium 

Thanks


